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This invention relates to improvements in sedimenta 
tion basin cleaning apparatus for use with water treat 
ment plants, sewage disposal, industrial waste treatment, 
mining sedimentation and the like. 
The principal object of the present invention is to pro 

vide cleaning apparatus for moving solid matter or sedi 
ment from the ?oor area of a sedimentation basin into 
discharge gutters or trenches, and from the discharge gut 
ters into discharge conduits. 
A more speci?c object is to provide basin ?oor and 

gutter cleaning means of improved character for moving 
solid matter from the sedimentation basin in response 
to the action of towing means therefor. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

reciprocable basin ?oor and gutter cleaning means mov 
able in different areas of a basin and operatively con 
nected to a single prime mover for concurrent sediment 
moving actuation. 
Another object is to provide reciprocating cleaning 

means for moving sediment from a basin ?oor into gut 
ters and other reciprocating cleaning means for moving 
the sediment from the gutters into discharge conduits, 
the cleaning means being operative in one direction of 
movement and inoperative in the opposite direction of 
movement. 

It is also an object to provide an improved and greatly 
simpli?ed apparatus for actuating the basin cleaning 
means from a central source of power and to obtain 
reciprocating movement from a unidirectional prime 
mover. 
These and other objects and advantages will become 

apparent hereinafter. 
Brie?y, the invention comprises longitudinally recipro 

cable basin ?oor cleaning means and transversely re 
ciprocable gutter cleaning means, both of which are op 
erated by towing means actuated by a single continuous 
drive means having a prime mover. The invention also 
consists of the cleaning means alternately operable and 
inoperable depending upon the direction of movement, 
whereby sediment is moved unidirectionally from the 
basin ?oor to the gutter and unidirectionally from the 
gutter to a discharge conduit, and in apparatus for ob 
taining alternate motion in a simple manner from a uni 
directional prime mover. 
The invention also consists in the parts and in the ar 

rangements and combinations of parts hereinafter de 
scribed and claimed. In the accompanying drawings 
which form a part of this speci?cation and wherein like 
numerals refer to like parts wherever they occur: 

Fig. l is a top plan view of a sedimentation basin of 
rectangular shape and a cleaning apparatus embodying 
the present invention, 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the basin and 
cleaning apparatus taken substantially along line 2-2 of 
Fig. l, . 

_Fig. 3 is a slightly enlarged transverse sectional view 
of the basin and cleaning apparatus taken substantially 
‘along line 3-3 of Fig. 1, 
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Fig. 4 is a slightly enlarged transverse sectional view 
of the basin and gutter and scraper elements therefor 
taken along line 4—-4 of Fig. 1, - ' 

Fig. 5 is a greatly enlarged fragmentary top plan view I . " 
showing the details'of a typical cleaning means for the 
cleaning apparatus, " 

Fig. 6 is a vertical sectional view of the cleaning‘means 
taken along line 6—6 of Fig. 5, v .' 

Fig. 7 is a greatly enlarged plan-view of continuous 
drive means and prime mover for the cleaning‘ ap 
paratus, and ' ~ 

Fig. 8 is a side elevational view (partly in section) of ‘ 
the drive means and prime mover taken along line 8—8 
in Fig. 7. l . ' 

Referring to Figs. 1-4 of the drawings, it will be seen 
that the present invention has been illustrated as applied 
to a rectangular sedimentation basin 10 having ‘a sub 
stantially horizontal ?oor 11, opposed vertical side walls 
12'and 13 and opposed substantially vertical end walls 
14 and 15. The basin 10 is also provided with trans 
verse gutters 16 and 17 at the ends~14 and 15, respective 
ly, the gutters being formed below the level of the floor ' > 
11 in position to receive sediment therefrom. Each of 
the gutters 16 and 17 is provided with a suitable valve 
controlled discharge conduit 18 (Figs. 1, 3 and 4), and 
a sump 19 is formed intermediate each of the gutters 
and the conduit therefor.. Inlet and outlet means for the 
basin 10 have not been shown, but any conventional 
means may be used as it constitutes no part of the inven 
tion and is not believed necessary to an understanding 
of the invention to be described. 

Cleaning apparatus embodying the present invention is 
associated with the sedimentation basin 10, as shown 
best in Figs. 14. The cleaning apparatus comprises a 
plurality of sediment moving means 23 for the ?oor 11 
and sediment moving means 24 for the gutters 16 and 17, 
both of which are connected by a system of cable towing 
means 25 to drive means 26. The drive means 26 is‘ 
actuated by a prime mover 27, such as a variable speed - 
motor, through suitable speed reducing means 28. The 
?oor sediment moving or cleaning means 23 extend trans- > ‘ 
versely of the basin 10 in predetermined longitudinally 
spaced relation,'each of the cleaning means 23 including 
a beam or supporting member 30 slidably mounted above 
the ?oor 11- on longitudinal rails 31. One of the longi 
tudinal rails 31 is secured to the basin ?oor 11 along each 3 > ' 
of the side walls 12 and 13, and another longitudinal 
rail 31 may be provided intermediate the side walls or 
at the center of the basin 10 for supporting the center of ‘ 
the beams 30. Similarly, the gutter cleaning means 24 ' 
are positioned in the gutters 16 and 17 in predetermined 
transversely spaced relation, each of the cleaning means 
24 including a beam or supporting member 32 slidably. 
mounted above the bottom of the gutters 16 ‘and 17 on ' 
transverse rails 33. These transverse rails 33 are posi-. 
tioned along each side of the gutters so that the ends of 
the beams 32 are mounted thereon. 

Referring now to Figs. 1, _5 and 6, the ?oor cleaning, . 
means 23 will be described in detail, a description of one “ ‘ 
being exemplary of the others. The cleaning means 23 
includes one or more (two being shown) similar scraper 
blades 35 hingedly connected by spaced hinges 36 to the I i 
beam 30. The blades 35 are in position to extend trans“ 
versely of the basin 16 between the side and center rails: ‘. I 
31, and are swingable on the hinges 36 between operative 
or vertical sediment moving position and inoperative ‘or 
horizontal sediment by-passing position. A bar 37 is ‘ V 
rigidly secured to each end of the scraper blades 35 by 
suitable shackle bolts 38 or the like, the center bar 37' = .. ‘ 
(shown in Fig. 5) connecting the adjacent ends of the 
scraper blades 35 together. These bars 37 and 37' are 
fastened to the blades 35 above the hinges 36 when the 
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blades arein vertical position, and aclamp. 39_..ha.ving a 
smooth bore 40 is mounted on each of the bars 37 and 37' 
and freely rotating thereon. The clamps 39 are provided 
to t-secureiicables~41uand iw-t‘zwto .athe. router‘: ends of the 
‘SCl'?PCl'fhl?dBSt 135 of .each of- the cleaning (means. 23,. ,and 
another cable 43 between theiadjacentqendsof the scraper 
ibladesv35s_or ‘in ‘the center‘ ofvthetcleaning means 23. 
The cables~4l,~,42 and F43‘.extendqlongitudinally :of the 
basin 10 in transversely spaced relation and are movable 
relative rto the t cleaning imeansi123 to (effect rotation of 
the scraper blades 35 about1?leéhingesx36 into horizon 

‘ ital or‘ vertical position. 
‘ tAyplura‘lity oftpairs of spacedtupstanding brackets<44 

are provided on each of the beams 30 inj;position to 
<receiyewthe cables 41‘, 42tand@43ytherebetween, arboltK 45 
or the likebeingtsecureglsto; eachtpairtof. brackets 44 for 
retaining ‘the cables therebetween. The bolts ~45 :also 
assist‘ .inj.-.preventing.,spreading~ of .the- brackets. ‘ Each of 
the .cables 4.1,t,42,and._.43,;isprovided;with atpair OflStOPS 
46 and-47. in: predetermined»spaced.‘v relation. and on ‘each 2 
side of‘theubrackets‘ 44. LThe stops 46aand‘47 are .mov 

‘ able‘. byfthe .cables 141, 142 . and, -.43. alternately into contact 
' withoppositetsides.of..the=bracketsw44,for limiting the 
relative movementbetween thecables and the cleaning 
means ‘23 to» a stroke su?‘icientto-allow the blades 35 to 
pivot. Thestops ‘.46 exertipulling. forces on“ the scraper 
blades ‘35 for moving sediment from the floor 11, and the 
stops47 maintain the scraperzblades'35 in horizontal posi— 
tion above ‘the “?oor 11- for. by-pas‘singsediment thereon. 

‘The basin‘ ?oor cleaning means '23Hare arranged in op- a 
positely<acting sets (three being ‘shown in.;each set), 
which vwill be referred to. asthe left~handsetand the 
right-hand set for purposes .of..disclosure. When .the 
‘cables"41.'42 and 43 are moved. in ‘onewdirection (to the 
right in Figs. 1 and 2), the scraper blades ‘35 of the right 
hand‘set of means'23 will be raised or pivoted into opera 
tive position and the scraper ‘blades 35 of the left-hand 
set will be .folded- or pivoted into. inoperative position. as 
shown in ‘Fig. .1. “Reverse movement (to the left in Figs. 
1 and 2) of the cables ‘41,42 and '43, of course, effects 
the reversal of positions of the.scraper :blades v35 of the 
cleaning_,rneans"23 so thatfthe right-hand setwill be 
rendered inoperative and ‘the left-handset will be raised 
into operative position. 
As will be described morefullylhereinafter, the towing 

‘ means‘ 25 .includeslther full-length cables 41,‘ 42 and 43 
for ‘moving the ?ooricleaningmeans23, the cables .41, 42 
and‘43'being connected together‘at predetermined points 
and, in ‘turn, being connected ‘to ,the. opposite parts of ‘L 
principal towing ‘cables'51‘for coupling the towing means 
25'to‘the‘ drive means-26. 
“Referring to'Figs. ,1," ‘7 and 8, the drive means .26 is 
actuated by a drive shaft52 operatively connected to the 
prime‘mover 27 -through thelspeed reduction means 28. 
The drive shaft‘52 is journaled in pairs of spaced bearings 
53 carried by spaced apart frame members 54. ‘A sprocket ' 
wheel 55 is mounted on the shaft 52 between each pair of 
bearing 53 .to "provide take-oil meansfor transmitting 
power'through a pair of sprocket chains 56‘ to other 
sprocket wheels 57. Eachof the“ sprocket wheels 57 is 
mounted on a separate. shaft ‘58 journaled in one of the 
‘frame members 54 in suitable bearings 58'. ‘The sprocket 
wheels 55 and 57_are preferably arranged to provide a 
reductionin the speed of ‘rotation of the shafts 58 rela— 
tive to the speed of ,the drive shaft 52. A pair of drive 
sprockettwheels 591(Fig. 8)‘ are mounted on the inboard 
ends of .the shafts‘58, and apairjofidler sprocket wheels 
60zare .mounted on shafts?6l,-.the:-shafts being carried in 

‘i ‘ bearings 61"on the:fr‘ame:members 54 a predetermined 
‘ horizontal‘ distance ‘from thevsprocket‘ wheels 59. .Apair 

of‘continuous or closed circuitinboard sprocket’ chains 62 
‘, are mounted on the sprocket wheels 59'a'nd 60,.the‘chains 
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6,2,being-spaced'ap‘art to;provide,.an unrestricted opening 6 l 
in which the towingcables‘51 are positioned? The towing 

‘ cables 51. are connected to‘ a coupler-t 63 freelyirotatable 75 

on ashaft or bar, 64, extending,betweenvandncarried by 
the inboard sprocket chains 62. Accordingly, as the 
sprocket chains 62 are driven in a continuous path around 
the sprocket wheels 59 and 60 by the outboard sprocket 
chains 56, the towing cables 51 are carried ?rst in one 
direction and then in the opposite direction whereby the 
cables 41, 42 and 43 are actuated to reciprocate the ?oor 
cleaning means 23 to remove sediment from the floor 11. 
The cable system comprising the towing means 25 will 
now be described in detail. 

Referring to Figs. 1-4,.the towing cables 51 are con 
nected to the coupler 63 and extend longitudinally of the 
basin 10 adjacent to the side wall 12, each of them being 
supported on a sheave 67, intermediate the drive means 26 
and one end of the basin. The towing cables 51 may be 
connected to the ends of the outer end cable 41 along the 
side wall 13 by intermediate connecting cables 68 so that 
an integral orcontinuous cabletis provided. The inter 
mediate;cables¢68,extendhorizontally from the towing 
cables 51, around horizontally rotatable sheaves 69 at each 
end of the side wall 12,, thenihorizontallytalong theends 
of the basin .10 to ‘vertically rotatable sheaves 70 at each 
end of the side wall 13 anddownwardly around other 
vertically rotatable sheaves 71 to the cablel 41,near the 
bottom of the side wall 13. The outer end cable 42 along 
the side wall 12 and the center cable 43 have end cable 
portions‘72 and 73, ‘respectively. The end ‘cable portions 
72 are directed around vertically and horizontally rotat 
able sheaves74 at each end of the side wall 12, the ends 
of the cable portions 72 being connectedto the towing 
cable 51 as‘at.75. ,Similarly, the end cable. portions 73 
.are directed around vertically‘rotatable sheaves ‘76, and 
the ends thereof are connected to .the intermediate cables 
68 as at 77. The length of the cables and the points of 
connection are all predetermined so that when the towing 
cablesSl ‘are actuated by the prime mover 27, the towing 
means.25 and the?oor cleaning means.23.will be recipro~ 
cated across the ?oor a predeterminedudistance. The ,dis 
tance between each of the ?oor cleaning ‘means 23 is less 
than the stroke or distance of movement of the means. 23 
during operation in order to have. a certain amount of 
overlap in the ?oor area covered. The travel distance or 
stroke ofthe cleaning means~23is determined by the 
distance between the drive and. idlersprocket wheels 59 
and 60. 

-It is now apparent that, when. the. prime mover 27 is 
operative, the chains 62 are actuated to carry the coupler 
.63. fort the towing cables‘51.inr acontinuous closed path 
around the drive and idler sprocket. wheels -59>.and,60. 
The path de?ned by thecoupler?iiis divided into twopor 
tionsof substantially equal length, but opposite directions 
of movement, so that the towing cablesSlare reciprocated 
to the left and‘ right ‘longitudinally of the basin 10 (as 
shown bythe arrows in Fig. 8) the predetermined distance 
required. for the strokeof the cleaning means 23 on the 
basin ?oor 11. 

Inoperation, the towing cables 51 are actuated by the 
drive meanst26 so thatthe cables 41, 42 and 43 of the 
towing means 25 will be pulled ‘in reverse directions to 
elfect the reciprocation of the, cleaning means 23 longitudi 
nally of the basin 10. When the towing cables 51 are 
.moved to the left in Figs. 1 and 8, the;cables 41, 42 and 
43 will be ‘pulled to the‘ right to pivot the scraper blades 35 
‘of the right-hand set- of cleaning means 23 into vertical 
position.‘ ‘Simultaneously; the scraper blades 35 of the 
left-hand set 1 of cleaning ‘means 23 will be ‘pivoted into 
horizontal non-scrapingpositionh As the cables 41, 42 
and 43.pivot theright-hand scraper blades‘35 into vertical 
position, the stops 46 secured to the cables 41,‘ Hand 43 
and associated with the:cleaning means ‘in the right-hand 
setl'(Figs; l and 5) will be moved toward abutting posi~ 
tion with the brackets 44 of the right-hand cleaning means 
23'. ‘ The position of the right~handstops 46 is predeter 
mined so that they abut the “brackets 44 when the right 
hand scraper blades 35 are in substantially vertical scrap 
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right~hand cleaning means 23 and the cables 41, 42 and 43 
is prevented. Therefore, as sediment accumulates in front 
of the right-hand scraper blades 35 during rightward 
movement toward the gutter 16, the resistance to such 
movement, which is caused essentially by the weight of 
the sediment, will be transferred to the cables 41, 42 and 
43 through the stops 46 acting on the brackets 44 on the 
beams 30. Conversely, the cables 41, 42 and 43 acting 
through the right-hand stops 46 exert pulling forces on the 
right-hand cleaning means whereby sediment is moved 
toward the gutter 16. The right-hand scraper blades 35 
during this rightward movement are maintained in vertical 
position by the clamps 39 between the cables 41, 42 and 
43 and the tie bars 37 and 37'. 

Simultaneous with the pivoting of the right-hand 
scraper blades toward the vertical position, the left 
hand set of scraper blades 35 are pivoted toward the hori 
zontal position by the cable clamp connection 39. The 
left-hand stops 47 associated with the left-hand cleaning 
means 23 are adjusted with the right-hand stops 46 to 
abut the brackets 44 at substantially the same instant that 
the right-hand stops 46 make contact with the brackets 
44 of the right-hand cleaning means 23. Accordingly, 
the left-hand scraper blades are maintained in horizantal 
position during rightward movement, and the left-hand 
set of cleaning means 23 offers little resistance to overall 
motion, except such as would arise by reason of the base 
30 moving through the thick layer of sediment usually 
accumulated on the floor 11. It is apparent that during 
rightward movement of the cleaning means 23, the sedi 
ment on the right half of the ?oor 11 is piled up in 
front of each of the operative (right hand) scraper blades 
35 and moved predetermined distances toward the gutter 
16. The scraper blade at the right-hand end of the basin 
10 moves the sediment carried by it into the gutter 16. 
Inasmuch as the left-hand blades are horizontally posi 
tioned in spaced relation with the ?oor 11, no sediment 
will be moved by them. 
When the towing cables 51 are moved to the right in 

Figs. 1 and 5, the scraper blades 35 of the right-hand set 
of cleaning means 23 will be pivoted into horizontal 
sediment by-passing position and the scraper ‘blades 35 
of the left hand cleaning means 23 will be pivoted into 
vertical sediment moving position. The initial reversal 
of the movement of the cables 41, 42 and 43 causes the 
stops 47 of the left-hand cleaning means 23 and the stops 
46 of the right-hand cleaning means 23 to move away 
from their respective brackets 44, and the scraper blades 
35 to pivot, as just described. 4 As the left-hand scraper 
blades 35 are pivoted toward the vertical position, the 
left-hand stops 46 are moved into abutment with the 
brackets 44 of the left-hand cleaning means. Simul 
taneously, the right-hand stops 47 are moved into abut 
ting relationship with the brackets of the right-hand 
cleaning means 23. The operation of the left-hand set 
of cleaning means 23 is similar to the operation of the 
right-hand set, the scraper blade 35 at the left-hand end 
of the basin 10 moving sediment into the gutter 17. 
In either direction of movement the sediment is moved 
from the center of the basin 10 toward the gutters 16 and 
17 in a series of steps, and the sediment moved by one 
scraper ‘blade 35 is advanced further toward one of the 
gutters by the next scraper blade 35 in the same set of 
cleaning means. 7 ' 

Referring again to Figs. 1, 2 and 4, the gutter clean 
ing means 24 for each of the gutters 16 and 17 will now 
be described in detail, a description of one being exem 
plary of the other. The cleaning means 24 in the gutter 
16 are similar to the cleaning means 23 for the basin 
?oor 11. Each one of the means 24 has a scraper blade 
80 pivotally mounted on hinges 81 to the beam 32 in 
position to swing into vertical position between the trans 
verse rails 33. A bar 82 is, secured to each end of the 
scraper blade 80 above the hinges 81, and a clamp 83 
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6 
is rotatably mounted on each bar 82 adjacent to the end 
of the scraper blade 80. Inasmuch as each of the clean 
ing means 24 is provided with a single scraper blade 80, 
mutilation of the vblade would be required if the clean 
ing means 24 were connected by a single center cable. 
Therefore, parallel cables 84 are provided to inter-con 
nect the cleaning means 24, the cables 84 extending past 
the ends of the scraper blades 80 to which they are se 
cured by the clamps 83. The ends of the parallel cables 
84 are connected to spreader bars or single-trees 85, 
which are connected to and pulled ‘by single end cables 
86 of the towing means 25. 
The beams 32 are provided with brackets 87 similar 

to the brackets 44 of the cleaning means 23 for receiv 
ing the cables 84 therebetween, and each of the cables 
84 is provided with pairs of spaced stops 88 and 89 
on each side of the brackets 87. The stops 88 and 89 
are moved with the cables 84 alternately into abutment 
with opposite sides of the brackets 87, the stops 88 
maintaining the scraper blades 80 in vertical position for 
moving sediment from the gutter 16, and the stops 39 
limiting the pivoting of the scraper blades 80 into a hori 
zontal position for by-passing sediment. . Obviously, the 
cleaning means 24 reciprocate in the gutter 16, and are 
operative in one direction of movement and inoperative 
while moving in the reverse direction. 

Referring to Figs. 3 and 4, it will be seen how the 
cleaning means 24 for the gutters 16 and 17 are connected 
to the towing means 25 to be reciprocated by the drive 
means 26 simultaneously with the cleaning means 23 for 
the basin floor 11.. The end cables 86 for pulling the 
single-trees 85 are directed around vertically rotatable 
sheaves 90 at each side of the end walls 14 and 15, the 
end cables 86 being connected to the intermediate cables 
68 as at 91. Accordingly, when the towing cables 51 
and intermediate cables 68 are reciprocated by the drive 
means 26, the cleaning means 24 are reciprocated in the 
gutters 16 and 17. 
The gutter cleaning means 24 in the gutter 17 will 

‘be’ operative to remove sediment therefrom when the 
left-hand set of ?oor cleaning means 23 are operative 
and the gutter cleaning means 24 in the gutter 16 will 
be operative when the right-hand set of door cleaning 
means 23 are operative. The spacing between each of 
the gutter cleaning means 24 is less than the stroke dis 
tance or movement of the means 24 during operation so 
that a certain amount of overlap in the gutter area is 
provided. Therefore, sediment is moved progressively 
from ?oor 11 of the ‘basin 10 to each of the gutters 16 
and 17 in a series of steps by the sets of cleaning means 
23, and from the gutters 16 and 17 in a similar series 
of steps by the cleaning means 24. 
When a gutter at each end of the basin is provided, the 

cleaning apparatus includes an organization of at least two 
reversely-acting cleaning means 23 adapted to be alter 
nately operative to move sediment from the basin floor 
11 to each of the gutters without any waste motion of the 
towing system 25 therefor. However, the cleaning ap 
paratus is easily adapted to move sediment unidirec 
tionally on the basin floor 11, if only one gutter should 
be provided. In the latter case, only one ?oor cleaning 
means 23 or one set thereof would be required. The 
preferred arrangement of floor cleaning means for large 
size basins is to provide two alternately operative sets 
having at least two cleaning means in each set for moving 
sediment into gutters at each end of the basin, the means 
being in predetermined spaced relation and movable a 
predetermined distance greater than the distance between 
them so that sediment is moved from the basin floor 11 
Ma series of steps. At least one cleaning means 24 is 
required in each gutter of the basin 10, and the preferred 
arrangement is to provide tandem means 24 for moving 
sediment from the gutter in a series of steps. When two 
gutters (16 and 17) are provided, the cleaning means 24 
vare adapted to be alternately operative to move sediment 
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intoy'the‘jdischarge conduits ‘18 therefor. p-(Ifdesired, addi~ 
tional ~cleaning~means~may _‘be_ provided,‘ in~which case 
the spacingjtherebetween will‘be-decreased andiithei-ne'cip 
rocation of-the-ietowingkacable will-‘be shortened and the 
points ofconnection between‘ thei-?oor and gutterlelcment 
cables‘ will "be ‘changed. 

‘Obviously, ‘the improved cleaning apparatus for a sedi 
mentation lbasin "hereinbefore ‘disclosed admits it ‘of con 
siderable changes ‘ and ~modi?cations=without departing 
from the spirit‘ and scope of _-thepresent-invention, which 
is limited; only‘ ibyi'l‘the claimsvlwhichl follow. 
What I claim is: 

, 1. In sedimentation-basin cleaning apparatus ‘for a ‘basin 
having \ a I?oor- on“ which-sediment ‘ deposits‘ collect‘ and 
sediment receiving "gutters- along~opposite;~ends“of the 
?oor, the improvementpof scraper‘ means reciprocablc 
over the ?oon-saidscraper means» including a plurality of 
pivoted scrapertbladesycertain ones of‘which are pivoted 
into scraping positionpfor one-‘directionof movementand 
the‘remainder ‘being pivotedinto'scraping position for 
the opposite direction of movement; cleaner means ‘mov 
able in the gutters, a‘ cableysystemv- connected to‘ said 
scraper-means and extending-in opposite- directions in 
the basin andiupwardlyvandi out of the basin,‘ other cable 
systems connected to said cleaner means and extending 
in opposite directions in ‘the gutters and upwardly'and out 
of the basin, said other cable systems being interconnected 
with-said ?rst ‘ mentioned cablei‘system, and actuating 
means outside the basin connected to said‘ ?rst mentioned 
cable system to operate‘ all of said cable systems simul 
taneously and periodically in opposite directions. 

2. lnisediment moving‘\scraperwapparatus, a vframe, a 
scraper blade mounted on a horizontal axis on said frame 
for rotation between a scraping position‘ and a non 
scraping position, ‘towing means‘ifor the apparatus con 
nected‘ to ‘said scraper blade adjacent to the horizontal 

‘axis thereof, ‘said towing means being reciprocable in a 
horizontal path and effecting rotation ofa-said scraper 
blade between said positions, ‘and cooperating ‘abutment 
means on said‘frame andtowing'means adapted to engage 
anditransmit pull onisaid towing means-to said frame, said 
towing means ‘having lost-motion movement relative to 
the abutment means oniesaid frame corresponding with 
‘movement‘of said scraper blade‘ between said positions. 

3. ‘Reversibly movable scraper means comprising’ a 
frame, a scraper blade hingedly connected to said frame 
to ‘move betweena vertical scraping position and a hori 
zontalifolded position, anabutment on said frame, frame 
towing means reversibly‘ movable‘ adjacent to said abut 
ment, spaced‘stop means-mounted on said frame towing 
means ‘in i position to engage said- abutment in reverse 
directions of movement ‘of-“(the : towing means, for-‘tex 
erting towingmforces on said scraper means, and a con 
nection- between‘ said‘towing ‘means ‘and said scraper 
blade ~for~changingthe towing forces into scraper blade 
pivotingwmovement ‘between said scraper blade positions 
in advanceaof the- engagement‘ of said stopi'means with 
said abutment as ‘said towingimeans is reversed in‘its 
direction of movement. 

4. In‘cleaning apparatus for a sedimentation basin 
having a ?oor on which sediment is'deposited, a base, 
tracks ‘in the basin to support said base adjacent to the 
?oor for longitudinal movementin-the basin, a sediment 
scraping blade pivoted on said base for movement be 
tween scraping and non-scraping positions, a recipro 
cating towing system‘for operating‘said cleaning appa 
ratus,‘ said system including a towing element connected to 
said blade, to effect alternate vblade pivoting movement be 
tween scraping, and non-scraping positions for opposite 
directions of ‘movement of saidtowing element, a towing 
member ?xed on said base, and spaced stops ?xed on said 
towing element in position ‘ to ‘alternately engage said 
towing member for limiting blade pivoting movement be 
tween scrapingand non-scraping positions and carrying 
‘said base" with said towing ‘element in-the reciprocation 
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of said system,the-spacebetweensaid stops being pre~ 
‘determined by the pivoting- movementgofsaid blade rela 
tivetto said baseso that said-tstops-engagesaid-itowing 
‘member at‘ the end of blade: pivoting movement and'sub 
>sequently~act to‘ mover-said towing element,~base=and 
scraping blade along said tracks. 

5. Sedimentation tcleaning apparatus for a basin having 
a longitudinal‘?oornpon which, sediment is deposited and 
transverse“ “gutters -,at‘ the vends ‘ of‘ the‘ ?oor, said lcleanin g 
apparatus comprising ?rst and second‘cleaning means in 
predetermined longitudinally spaced relationship,aeach.,of 
said cleaning means including, a transversely-extending 
base adapted ‘to be reciprocated longitudinally in the basin 
‘between a line adjacent to the centeriofethe'i?oor and 
one of the gutters, a scraper ibladeahingedly-connected 
to saidnbase for pivotalivmovementv between~a~vertical 
sediment moving position and'a horizontalitsediment by 
passing position,-isaid scraper blade‘ of- said" ?rst ‘cleaning 
means -~being in-Whorizontal position when said scraper 
blade of‘saidsecond cleaningmeans is in verticaliposi 
tion, andwan abutment secured tohsaid basegta towing 
system adapted to reciprocateisaid cleaning means,tsaid 
towing‘system including longitudinal means interconnect 
ing each of said scraper-blades and having movement 
relative to said abutments to pivot-the scraper blades rel 
ative-to said bases,‘ spaced stop means on said longi 
tudinal'means adapted to ‘alternately contact‘saidabnb 
mentst during the reciprocation of said cleaning‘means to 
limit scraper blade pivoting to one of said vertical‘ and 
‘horizontal positions and‘ thereafterrtransmit towing forces 
to-saidabutments; and‘ continuous drive means adapted 
to be driven. in a closed tpaththaving equaltlongitudinal 
portions in which the drive tmeans ,moves in- opposite 
directions, said longitudinal means being connected to 
‘said drive means‘and being carried in opposite direc 
tions to cause said scrapertblades to pivot and said clean 
ing'means to reciprocate insaid ‘basin, whereby ‘said 
scraper‘ blades are alternately operable for movingsedi 
ment from the center of the ?oor to each, of the gutters. 

6. In sedimentation cleaningiapparartus forta basin 
having a longitudinal ?oor upon which; sediment is de 
posited and transverse gutterrs at the ends of the ‘?oor; 
?rst and second sets of ?oor cleaning means each of which 
includes a plurality of ‘individual cleaning means posi 
tioned in predetermined longitudinally ‘spaced‘relation 
ship for moving’ sediment from the center of the ?oor 
tonne of said gutters, each oftsaid ?oor cleaning means 
in each set comprising! a base adaptedtoibe reciprccated 
longitudinally in the‘ basin toward and‘ away fromithe gut 
ter associated therewith, a:scraper blade hingedly, con 
nected to saidbase of said ?oor: cleaning means to pivot 
between a vertical?oor-scraping position and a horizontal 
sediment by-passing position, .and- an - abutment secured 
tosaid base ofsaid floor cleaning means; gutter cleaning 
means in each of said gutters‘ for movingtsediment there 
from, each of said gutter cleaning means comprising a 
base adapted to be reciprocated insaid gutter, a scraper 
bladeihingedly connected to said base ofsaid ‘gutter 
cleaning means to pivot between a vertical gutter-scraping 
position . and‘ a horizontal sediment i lay-passing position, 
and an abutment-secured to said base of said gutter clean 
ing means; a single towing‘ system'including a longitudi 
nal portion and a pair of transverse portionsythe ‘longi 
tudinalportion being pivotally connected to and extend 
ingbetween each of the scraper blades‘in each set of 
said "?GOJT'CIEHHlHg means andleach of ‘the transverse 
portions being pivotally connected to the scraper‘ blade 
of the gutter- cleaning means in one of said ‘gutters, said 
longitudinal and transverse‘ portions extending past-the 
abutments-of the ?oor and gutter cleaning‘means, respec 
tively, and carrying‘ a pair of spaced stops- on each‘ side 
of each of said abutments for limiting relative movement 
between the longitudinal and transverse‘ portions‘ and the 
cleaning means, thedistance between each~pair~of stops 
being predetermined to~~assure the-pivotal movement of 
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the scraper blades between the vertical scraping and hori 
zontal by-passing positions, said longitudinal portion be 
ing interconnected with said pair of transverse portions 
and said towing system also including a common portion 
extending between the transverse portions to provide a 
closed circuit; continuous drive means having a driven 
connection with a prime mover and having a closed path 
with equal longitudinal portions in which said drive means 
is adapted to move in opposite directions, said com 
mon portion of said towing system being pivotally con 
nected to said drive means whereby the common portion 
is adapted to be reciprocated to move the longitudinal 
and transverse portions in a reciprocating action that 
is shorter than the longitudinal extent of said ?oor, the 
movement of the longitudinal portion in one direction 
carrying the ?oor cleaning means in one set across the 
?oor toward one gutter with the scraper blades thereof 
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in vertical scraping position, and the other set of ?oor 
cleaning means away from the other gutter with the 
scraper blades in horizontal by-passing position, reverse 
movement of the longitudinal portion effecting reverse 
movement of the ?oor cleaning means and pivoting the 
scraper blades in each set thereof into opposite posi 
tions, and said transverse portions being reversely acting 
to move the gutter cleaning means in one gutter in the 
opposite direction as the gutter cleaning means in the 
other gutter. 
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